### BNC Crimp Tool
- **MODEL CODE**: CT-BNC
- **TYPE**: RG-58/RG-59 Coaxial crimping tool

### RJ45 Crimp Tool
- **MODEL CODE**: CT-P010
- **TYPE**: RJ45
  - Professional series modular crimp tool. Built-in ratchet & parallel crimp design. Includes cutter & cable stripper with ergonomic handles

### RJ45/RJ11/RJ12 Crimp Tool
- **MODEL CODE**: CT-6C8C
- **TYPE**: RJ11/RJ12/RJ45
  - 6/8 position RJ11/RJ12/RJ4 metal crimp tool incorporates dual blades for cutting & stripping cable

### BT/RJ11/RJ12 Crimp Tool
- **MODEL CODE**: CT-6CBT6
- **TYPE**: BT/RJ11/RJ12
  - BT 4/6 wire & RJ11/12 metal crimp tool incorporates dual blades for cutting & stripping cable

### Swivel Blade Cable Stripper
- **MODEL CODE**: CT-325B
- **TYPE**: Up to 25mm O.D.
  - Metal swivel blade cable stripper

### Heavy Duty RG Cable Cutter
- **MODEL CODE**: CT-CC02
- **CUTS UP TO**: 32mm diameter cable
  - Heavy duty cable cutter for RG cable

### Telecom Splice Crimp Tool
- **MODEL CODE**: CT-105
  - Telecom splice crimp tool for A-UY-2 & A-UR-3 connectors